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ABSTRACT

Representatives nominated by the Ministries of Health from 23 Member States of the WHO European Region, the European Commission, the International Planned Parenthood Federation European Network (IPPF-EN) and Lund University attended a two day high-level consultation meeting to evaluate the mid-term results of the project “The way forward: a European partnership to promote the sexual and reproductive health and rights of youth” (2004–2007). The situation on the trends in sexual and reproductive health status of young people in the European Union countries was analysed and tools developed by the WHO, IPPF EN and Lund University were presented. Country representatives discussed the draft policy framework on sexual and reproductive health and rights that will be presented in the final meeting of the project in October 2007 and many recommendations were received to prepare the document that would be an important tool for developing national policies and programmes in the area of sexual and reproductive health of young people.
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Introduction

Representatives from 23 Member States of the WHO European Region, the European Commission (EC), the International Planned Parenthood Federation European Network (IPPF EN) and Lund University attended a two-day High-level consultation meeting on improvement of sexual and reproductive health and rights of young people in Europe. The meeting consisted of presentations, discussions and plenary sessions that focused on the promotion of sexual and reproductive health and rights of young people in European Union and beyond. The main objectives were:

- to review the current status of sexual and reproductive health and rights (SRHR) of young people in Europe;
- to provide a forum where achievements and challenges in achieving SRHR for young people could be shared, through experiences, evidence and best practices;
- to review the European Commission financed project implemented by IPPF EN, Lund university and the WHO Regional Office for Europe ‘The way forward: a European partnership to promote the sexual and reproductive health and rights of youth’ (2004–2007) called SAFE (Sexual Awareness for Europe), paying particular attention to discussion and feedback on the draft of the policy framework on improvement of sexual and reproductive health and rights of young people in Europe;
- to discuss the need for, and importance of, research, action and policy formation in SRHR of young people and how to accelerate this process; and
- to provide the opportunity to discuss and identify the need for collaboration between Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), academic institutions, civil society and international organizations to ensure the achievement of good SRHR of young people across Europe.

11 December 2005

Opening

The Deputy Regional Director of the WHO Regional Office for Europe opened the meeting by welcoming all the participants. She emphasized the importance of the high-level consultation, particularly in view of the fact that young people account for approximately 20% of the European population and that many of the problems (adolescent pregnancy, increasing incidence of sexually transmitted infections, poor condom use) and opportunities faced by this group are similar throughout Europe. She mentioned that the growth of the world’s population and the magnitude of the HIV/AIDS crisis will largely be determined by the tools pertaining to good SRH provided to young people. Meetings, such as this one, were deemed to be relevant and provided opportunities to address the challenges present in adolescent SRHR. She highlighted that the way of addressing the pressing issues of adolescent SRHR was particularly difficult due to the multi-sectoral (cultural, social, religious and economic) dimensions that play contributing roles, and the reality that evidence and data are often absent in this particular field. The need for collaboration between the World Health Organization (WHO) and other institutions (NGOs, universities and civil society) was recognized as necessary to properly address the challenges and
The problems present in addressing the SRHR of young people. The SAFE project was a good example of successful collaboration.

The Director, Division of Health Programmes, WHO Regional Office for Europe, welcomed the participants to Copenhagen, thanking them for their involvement in a process that shared the same vision for young people; the ability to have healthy social and sexual relationships; and to contribute productively to society and have a fulfilling sexual life. He mentioned that recognition of SRHR for young people gained worldwide attention at the International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD) in Cairo in 1994, yet despite commitment to this cause over the past 20 years, barriers to progress and challenges have remained. Such barriers include the perception of adolescents’ exposure to risk, poverty and vulnerable situations/groups, gender, lack of respect for human reproductive rights, and reforms and weaknesses of health systems. He reiterated that WHO was committed to the SRHR of young people, citing this cause as one of the main objectives and targets in both the WHO European Regional Strategy on Sexual and Reproductive Health (2001); http://www.euro.who.int/document/e74558.pdf) and the WHO Global Reproductive Health Strategy (2004); http://www.who.int/reproductive-health/publications/strategy.pdf). The European Strategy for Child and Adolescent Health and Development (2005); http://www.euro.who.int/document/E87710.pdf), which is currently undergoing planning and implementation, and the SAFE Project were further examples of the ongoing commitment of the WHO Regional Office for Europe towards the field of SRHR of young people. The goals and objectives of the meeting, as mentioned in the introduction, were then presented and discussed.

A member of the HIV/AIDS Task Force, European Commission Directorate-General for Health and Consumer protection, Directorate Public health and Risk Assessment, Health Determinants Unit) provided a brief overview of the European Commission’s (EC) role in the SRHR of young people in Europe. Currently, this comprises primarily the SAFE project, with SRHR otherwise being represented within their HIV/AIDS policy and their Public Health Action Programme. He stressed that the EC’s attendance at this meeting was felt to be particularly valuable in providing input and guidance on policy formation of SRHR to the EC from EC Member States.

**Overview on sexual and reproductive health of adolescents in Europe**

The Regional Adviser, Reproductive Health and Research programme, the WHO-EURO, summarized the current situation in Europe regarding adolescent SRHR by first defining what is meant by sexual and reproductive health (Box 1), followed by a presentation of the key issues/priorities pertaining to the SRHR of adolescents; adolescent pregnancy; sexually transmitted infections (STI) and HIV/AIDS; contraceptive knowledge and use; youth-friendly health services (YFHS); and sexuality education that deals with both the technical and emotional aspects of SRHR. Overviews of these specific indicators for all Member States, where information was available, were then presented, which demonstrated the variations seen across countries pertaining to SRHR issues; these variations are probably a reflection of the various social, economic, political and religious diversity of the countries in the European Region. The information presented, however, represents the average assessment of the true situation as data and information regarding adolescent SRHR is often not included, and unreliable or
incomparable both within and across countries. Standardized indicators, age groups or aggregated data are lacking and little research has been conducted to explore the behavioural or emotional aspects of SRHR. Currently, the Health Behaviour of School-Aged Children (HBSC) Study (2001–2002) is the only one that allows for comparison of selected standardized SRHR indicators between participating countries. Germany, Ireland and Latvia are recognized as being among those that have conducted national surveys regarding SRHR of young people, but once again the lack of standardized age groups or indicators make it difficult to use the data in a comparative manner. Examples of SRHR activities that had WHO-EURO support were presented, including Biannual Collaborative Agreements with Bulgaria, Latvia, Turkey and Ukraine; the WHO Family and Community Health counterparts meeting in September 2006 (http://www.euro.who.int/childhealthdev/news/20060921_2); and the International Conference on Sexuality Education in Multicultural Europe held at the WHO Collaborating Centre in Cologne, Germany (http://www.sexualaufklaerung.de), all of which demonstrated various ways in which WHO works with Member States in the European Region to help improve SRHR. It was stressed that the SRHR of young people is one of the World Health Organization’s key priorities in the European Region, and one which is firmly committed to continuing the promotion and improvement of SRHR in Europe.

Box 1

**Reproductive health** is a state of complete physical, mental and social well being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity, in all matters relating to the reproductive system and to its function and processes. It implies that people are able to have a satisfying and safe sex life and that they have the capability to reproduce and the freedom to decide when and how often to do so.

(ICPD, 1994)

**Sexual health** is a state of physical, emotional, mental and social well-being related to sexuality; it is not merely the absence of disease, dysfunction or infirmity. Sexual health requires a positive and respectful approach to sexuality and sexual relationships, as well as the possibility of having pleasurable and safe sexual experiences, free of coercion, discrimination and violence.

(WHO, 2002)

**European Regional Strategy on Child and Adolescent Health and Development**

The Regional Adviser, Child and Adolescent Health and Development, WHO Regional Office for Europe, introduced the strategy by explaining that it had developed via a broad consultative approach during the period September 2003– September 2005. He explained that the strategy had been formed by applying three underlying ideologies: the moral and legal obligation of protecting the rights of children and adolescents; the role of children and adolescents in contributing to a healthier society in future years; and their role in the future economic impact and sustainability of societies. Emergency issues facing child and adolescent health such as HIV/AIDS, obesity and mental health were seen as essential elements to address as part of the strategy. The three main objectives of the strategy are: to provide a framework for evidence review and improvement of national policies and programmes; to promote multi-sectoral action
regarding child and adolescent health (CAH); and to identify the role of the health sector in development and coordination of policies and service delivery. Underlying these objectives are 4 basic principles that include: a life course approach; equity; intersectoral action; and the participation of both the public and young people. He emphasized that the strategy should be viewed as a framework that Member States could use for promoting CAH, and adapted as necessary. In addition, information was provided about the various toolkits that had been made to complement the strategy which, it was hoped, would help Member States with assessment, information and action.

Discussion
During the ensuing discussion, the following key issues were raised:

- the importance of being able to share and learn from each other to accelerate the work (research, policy, action) that needs to be done concerning SRHR of young people;
- the need for increased emphasis/inclusion of males in programmes, who are often neglected in SRHR;
- the emerging influence of the internet regarding SRHR and the needs of young people in the face of globalization;
- the need to promote the SRHR agenda by forming partnerships with key stakeholders;
- the need for the EU to invest more in health;
- the importance and need of good quality, comparable research pertaining to SRHR;
- the importance of involvement of young people;
- the need to advocate for changes in legislation that promote SRHR; and
- the need to understand and recognize the differences that exist regarding SRHR across different regions.

“The way forward: A European partnership to promote the sexual and reproductive health and rights of youth” (2004–2007) = SAFE Project: Sexual Awareness for Europe (SAFE)

The Regional Director, IPPF EN, introduced the European SAFE project, which is funded by The European Commission’s Directorate-General for Health and Consumer Protection – Public Health (SANCO), which is a partnership between the IPPF European Network, WHO-EURO, Lund University and the WHO Regional Office for Europe’s IPPF European Network. The project’s goal is to draw more attention to, and enhance the SRHR of all youth across Europe, through improved cooperation among EU countries, coordination among agencies, and harmonization of public health policies, strategies and programmes. The project comprises three components: research and documentation; advocacy and dissemination of information; and testing best practices. Currently quantitative research is being performed in 26 countries, 11 of which are involved in select analyses, and qualitative research is ongoing in 11 countries. In addition, the publication ‘Sexuality Education in Europe’, to be released at this meeting, represents the results of research carried out in this field as part of the SAFE project. The key focus of the advocacy component has been the policy framework and guidelines “Policy framework on improvement of sexual and reproductive health and rights of young people in
Europe”, as well as a framework for comprehensive sexuality education. Testing best practices has been implemented through the use of mini action projects in 6 countries, most of which focus on vulnerable groups and SRHR. An extremely important aspect of the SAFE project is that the full participation of young people has been present from the onset. The YSAFE Regional Youth Network has contributed and been involved in all important decisions and provides an example of effective youth/adult partnerships. Ms.Claeys concluded her presentation by highlighting both the opportunities and challenges the project had encountered. The project’s strengths include the ability to strengthen partnerships between civil society and policy makers, the opportunity to engage civil society in research, which is felt to be a key to making progress, and the opportunity to meaningfully involve young people in decision-making. Lack of up-to-date comparable data and research on adolescent SRHR, a lack of willingness on the part of policy makers to address the issue of SRHR of young people, and the need for a multisectoral approach all represent challenges faced by the project.

**European Commission policy on improvement of sexual and reproductive health**

A member of the HIV/AIDS Task Force, The European Commission (EC) Directorate-General for Health and Consumer protection, Directorate Public health and Risk Assessment, Health Determinants Unit, provided an overview of the SRH policy within the European Union. He explained that, at present, there is no formal policy that specifically addresses the issue; in fact, the topic of SRH forms a component of two other programmes/policies; Public Health Action Programme and HIV/AIDS policy. Current methods of focusing on improvement of SRH of young people rely on the sharing of information and best practices experienced by projects involved in these programmes. It was recognized that the EC needed to expand its HIV strategy, placing greater emphasis on overall behaviour relating to SRH. He explained that a working group had been established in October 2005 to help raise awareness regarding SRH of young people, and to develop a positive approach which focuses on safer sex, not only disease prevention. Partners in this group include WHO, IPPF EN, European Youth Forum MTV, Durex, and the various EU presidencies. The role of the working group is: to help identify SRH issues that can be addressed at the EU level given limited experience and resources; to identify approaches/activities that can be performed at EU level that would promote these issues; and to assist the EC with the development of a policy that would address SRH. He reiterated that this particular meeting was seen by the EC as an important opportunity to have its Member States forward and provide guidance to the EC on important issues pertaining to SRH.

**Discussion**

The discussion touched on the issue regarding the type of available expertise relating to gender issues in the EU, how best to target and reach marginalized groups, and what communication plans existed within the SAFE project to ensure that the information gathered would be shared among various countries.
Results of the research component of the SAFE Project

A Professor representing the Department of Community Medicine, Lund University, Sweden, introduced the research component of the SAFE project, the primary goals being to explore the reasons behind the large differences seen in SRHR indicators in various countries and to provide current, comparative information and data on these main determinants. The Advocacy and Community Relations Officer, STI/HIV/AIDS programme in the WHO Regional Office for Europe then reviewed the methodology used: a) descriptive country profiles; b) analysis of raw data (multilevel); c) local studies by Member Associations of the IPPF EN; d) systematic review of sexually transmitted diseases; and e) developing user-friendly databases. He presented the results of the research which had included multilevel analyses of SRHR indicators from 19 countries and regions of the EU, the establishment of online databases and country profiles, systematic review of STI and 11 mini-action projects. Conclusions from the component included the following issues: limited comparable data with the exception of the HBSC study; variation pertaining to condom use was related to religion, alcohol use and bullying across countries; a need to focus more on at risk populations; a need to focus more on healthy lifestyles; a need to see SRHR as an integral part of necessary life skills; and a need to see knowledge as an important outcome variable in research. He concluded by stating that challenges or steps that needed to be considered and addressed concerning research and SRHR of young people involved how to monitor SRHR across Europe (which indicators) and how to develop programmes and policy frameworks based on evidence and results of studies (available in early 2007 at http://www.ysafe.net/SAFE/index.htm).

Discussion

Pertinent points addressed revolved around the lack of up-to-date, comparable data and research pertaining to SRHR of young people. Given the serious gaps in knowledge, it was reiterated that the EU was seen as one of the primary resources that would be able to provide the financial means to address this particular issue. This meeting was seen as an excellent opportunity to provide the EU with the information required to investigate the problem, as well as a setting in which all participants could share ideas and learn from each other and to accelerate the action needed in SRHR of young people.

Examples of the policies on sexual and reproductive health of young people in countries participating in the SAFE project: Iceland and Bulgaria

A Professor of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University Hospital of Iceland, began by stating that the overall SRHR of young people in Iceland was relatively good. Laws existed concerning gender inequity and contagious disease. The rates of STI and adolescent pregnancy were decreasing, an educational framework regarding SRHR existed, and there were an increasing number of services that specifically targeted youth. Despite these positive achievements, he acknowledged that the national policy and programme for sexual and reproductive health of adolescents could be improved. Parental consent was still required under the age of 16 and the definition of youth applied only to those under 18 years of age. There was a need for more targeted youth services, including evening YFHS and free or subsidized contraceptive services. The quality of sexuality education was questionable, often a reflection of a lack of adequate training of teachers, lack of high quality educational material and an approach
that focused too much on biology rather than life skills; thus, there was a need for improved education of instructors and earlier introduction of sexuality education (age 11–14). Furthermore, sexuality education needed to address the misinformation obtained by adolescents on the internet and via online chat forums. ‘Astradur’, a voluntary association of second-year Icelandic medical students, who teach sexuality education in classrooms and via radio shows, has been extremely successful in this regard. The representative concluded his presentation by emphasizing that for the promotion of adolescent SRHR to be successful it required not only both public and political support, but more importantly, the involvement of young people.

A representative of the National Health Policy Directorate, Ministry of Health of Bulgaria, introduced Bulgaria by stating that as a country in transition, the SRHR of young people faced many challenges. There were persistently high adolescent pregnancy and abortion rates, increasing STI morbidity, decreasing age of sexual debut, low use of contraception, no systematic health education programmes, and high unemployment and school drop-out rates. While access to YFHS was beginning to develop, it was still primarily concentrated in urban areas. As a result, the Government had taken a critical look at the SRHR of adolescents to develop a policy that could best address these needs. The current government policy focused on improving adolescent SRHR by developing an integrated system of health education, promoting healthy sexual behaviour, developing an integrated approach to problems and solutions, promoting macroeconomic improvement of the various socioeconomic determinants of the issues, increasing the role of medical professionals in adolescent SRHR, and involving society and Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in development and programming. Coordination among all sectors could be improved if sustainable programmes and policies could be developed. She provided an overview of several major SRHR projects that are currently ongoing in Bulgaria, many of which involve partnerships between the Ministry of Health and other ministries, and donor agencies such as UNFPA, UNICEF and the EC. She concluded by stating that in addition to the four separate national strategies already developed on HIV/AIDS, suicide prevention, mental health and addictions, the Ministry of Health was currently working on a National Health Strategy that included programmes on YFHS to be finalized by 2013.

**Challenges in development and implementation of the policies in sexual and reproductive health and reproductive rights of adolescents: outcomes of group discussions**

Discussions in the groups focused on who held the role of key policy maker in the area of SRHR of young people; examples of the best practices in implementation of the policies including factors that were most important to achieve success; and barriers in development and implementation of policies pertaining to SRHR of young people. Reporters from the individual groups reported the following:

Numerous institutions, counterparts and organizations were identified as being the lead players in policy making, including:

- Ministry of Health
- Ministry of Education
- Ministry of Social Affairs
Although a broad range of stakeholders in the area of adolescent sexual and reproductive health existed, the Ministry of Health and Education was recognized as the actor playing the major role in the majority of countries. It was pointed out that while Ministries are usually the main players in policy-making, they are often less involved in the implementation and monitoring and evaluation of the outcomes. NGOs were recognized as being more involved in the area of implementation and that they played a more significant role, in collaboration with local governments, in policy making in countries with a decentralized system. The definition of ‘policy maker’ was also discussed; is it those who ratify the document or those who have actually inspired it?

The examples provided for best practices were diverse and represented success stories at all levels in various countries. Examples included:

- multisectoral, interdisciplinary programmes targeting SRHR, e.g. adolescent pregnancy
- development of national strategies and programmes committed to SRHR of adolescents
- training of midwives to provide health education
- use of medical students in peer education
- multicultural gender-based SRHR programmes
- sexuality education programmes
- easy/improved access to youth-friendly health services
- improved contraceptive availability and accessibility, including emergency contraception
- history of contact tracing
- early involvement of NGOs in prevention of HIV/AIDS
- free, voluntary, confidential HIV testing centres
- needle exchanges for injection drug users.

The following key factors were identified as being important to successful implementation:

- multisectoral, interdisciplinary approach;
- participation of young people;
- provision of education to parents to enable them to discuss sexuality openly and honestly;
- adequate financial capacity/support of those involved;
- development and promotion of partnerships;
systematic approach involving research, analysis and monitoring of SRHR;
identification of barriers and obstacles and solutions to such issues (for example, changing the name of sexual education to HIV/AIDS/STI education in order to have the programme implemented);
external support from donors and agencies; and
political support and commitment.

A number of issues were recognized as frequently experienced barriers in the implementation of policies in sexual and reproductive health, such as:

- disagreement among the different ministries over the roles, responsibilities and actions of the various departments;
- lack of political stability or commitment;
- lack of long-term political agendas;
- lack of data and knowledge about SRHR indicators, both within and across individual countries for comparison;
- lack of standardized SRHR indicators;
- lack of evidence on impact and outcome of SRHR programmes/strategies;
- lack of coordination among the various stakeholders;
- religious ideologies and conservative attitudes/beliefs;
- lack of parental knowledge and involvement;
- lack of systematic approach to sexuality education (delivery, training, teachers’ knowledge);
- shortage of adequately trained professionals dealing with SRHR (teachers, counsellors, peer leaders, medical professionals);
- lack of access to contraception;
- lack of capacity building in local environments for strategy implementation;
- absence of strategic planning/multisectoral approach;
- language used in programmes/documents and its implications within the socio-cultural context (for example sex, sexual, sexuality);
- restrictive legal frameworks;
- conflicting role of the media (stigmatization and promotion of SRHR);
- medicalized approach to SRHR focusing on disease rather than positive aspects/context; and
- negative perception of young people by older population based on inaccurate knowledge/views.
Presentation of the draft of the policy framework on improvement of sexual and reproductive health and rights of young people in Europe

The Director of Advocacy and Programmes, IPPF EN, introduced the policy framework by explaining that it had been developed in response to recognition of current inconsistent SRHR policies present throughout Europe. As a framework, it builds upon the principles of the Millennium Development Goals and the ICPD and is meant to inspire and assist policy makers and governments in ensuring appropriate polices and practices of SRHR of young people. It identifies the main challenges to young people's healthy sexual development and provides guidance based on available evidence and best practice. It also draws and builds on the WHO European Strategy for Child and Adolescent Health and Development and the WHO European Regional Strategy on Sexual and Reproductive Health. Furthermore, the approach taken towards drafting the document was a rights-based approach that was positive with balanced messages and views. The document was considered to be comprehensive, and encompassed personal, societal and public health aspects. The format of the document was reviewed and the five key policy areas introduced: (1) information and education; (2) health services; (3) access to contraception; (4) STIs and HIV/AIDS; and (5) abortion.

Gender, diversity and vulnerability, participation (especially of young people), a multisectoral approach, protection, monitoring and evaluation and quality (services, standards, and training to name a few) were mentioned as cross-cutting themes that recur throughout the document. Drafting the document had been a lengthy process, and the next steps involved finalizing the framework based on the feedback provided at the high-level consultation, developing a policy brief, briefing country officials and, finally, holding the official launch of the framework in Brussels in September–October 2007. In conclusion, the policy framework was meant to be seen as an inspirational document that would help inspire the future direction of SRHR of young people in Europe, a vision of potential possibilities not meant to be limited by current situations or realities.

Tuesday, 12 December 2006

Introduction to working groups: comments and suggestions on the draft of the policy framework on improvement of sexual and reproductive health and rights of adolescents in Europe

A representative of the IPPF EN introduced the questions for the groups regarding the five key policy areas. Each group was instructed to provide feedback on:

- the relevance and usefulness/understanding of the issues provided in the introduction of each key policy area;
- additional or missing information felt to be needed in each area; and
- aspects that were felt to be most challenging for implementation.
Plenary session – feedback from the working groups on the draft of the policy document

The overall impression of the document, reinforced by the reporters of all groups, was that it contained useful and valuable information and was seen as being beneficial. The introduction sections of each policy area were well received as they were seen as a concise summary of each issue that could be presented to policy makers easily. Further emphasis on the diversity of the various social, cultural, economic and political environments present in Europe, however, and their impact on the SRHR of young people, was identified as a need. It was felt that the inclusion of best practices/evidence throughout the document in the key policy areas would be important as it would provide additional strength to each individual point. Furthermore, there was general consensus that more emphasis should be placed on the importance of data, indicators and cross-cutting themes.

It was suggested that the document be re-formulated and that key policy areas be regrouped into fewer points so that the most important key points would be emphasized more clearly. Diplomatic language was encouraged as the present language used was seen to be aggressive. It was also mentioned that uncertainty existed as to the document’s status and intentions: was it meant for governments, NGOs or policy makers? The framework, in its present form, was felt to represent more of a guideline or check sheet that would be particularly useful for NGOs or a call for advocacy, but less useful for governments in terms of actual implementation. Barriers to implementation of the policy identified by the groups included the legal frameworks within individual countries; lack of evidence or best practice in many of the key policy areas; and the capacity for sustainability given the lack of infrastructure and resources, especially in countries in transition.

Launch of the “Sexuality Education in Europe – A Reference Guide to Policy and Practices” and press conference

The Director, Division of Health Programmes, WHO Regional Office for Europe, chaired the launch and press conference, and provided an overview of the consultation meeting. He mentioned that the book launch provided an excellent opportunity to meet with the press and discuss the SAFE project.

The Regional Director, IPPF EN, introduced the book, explaining the purpose of the Sexuality Education Reference Guide, and emphasizing its significance within the wider context of the SAFE project. It was explained that sexuality education should focus primarily on three aspects: acquisition of accurate information; development of life skills; and nurturing positive attitudes and values. The reference guide consisted of comparative studies across 26 European countries and was meant as a helpful resource for policy makers that should enable them to share information across countries.

The Regional Adviser, Reproductive Health and Research programme, WHO Regional Office for Europe, emphasized the link between this particular project and other projects in the 53 Member States, such as the Network of Health Promoting Schools and implementation of the WHO European Regional Strategy on Sexual and Reproductive Health. The link between health and information, and education and communication, was of crucial importance to adolescent SRHR. She stated that the WHO Regional Office for Europe was increasingly being asked to
assist in the development of standards and guidelines for sexuality education by its Member States. While sexuality education is recognized as being an important factor in adolescent SRHR, the need for more operational research was also recognized as being significant.

The Executive Director, The Danish Family Planning Association, commented on the relevance of the publication to Denmark. He stated that the quality and availability of sexuality education was largely unknown or lacking. This reflected the absence of training for teachers and an approach to teaching that was neither systematic nor consistent. He emphasized that one of the challenges faced by sexuality education was that it was frequently felt that instead of providing knowledge and life skills it imparted moral codes and judgements. An advantage of the reference guide was that it provided opportunities for policy makers to unite and develop strategies and recommendations to ensure that the three key components of sexuality education reached youth, including those who were no longer at school.

During the launch, it was recognized by certain countries (Ireland, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom) that information regarding sexuality education published in the guide was either out-of-date or inaccurate. Discussions concerning the importance of providing accurate information and how to correct this discrepancy ensued.

**Next steps in the SAFE project**

The Regional Director, IPPF EN, summarized future plans for the SAFE project prior to its conclusion in September 2007.

The mini action projects dealing with vulnerable groups, which were ongoing in 11 countries, were in the process of organizing exchange visits between the various partners to share experiences and best practices learned.

Originally, after the launch of the Sexuality Education Reference Guide, the goal had been that various national partners provide assistance to individual countries in the implementation of comprehensive sexuality education programmes. It was recognized, however, that given some of the discrepancies identified at the meeting by individual countries pertaining to this topic, corrections and re-evaluations would need to be made before it was possible to proceed with this particular step.

Feedback form this meeting on the policy framework would be applied as a way of revising the document, including the potential for an additional consultation that would involve WHO and those members present at this meeting, prior to drafting the final version. Policy briefs would also be developed.

All final project work (fact sheets, policy framework, results of research, mini action projects) would be launched at a high-level conference and media event to be held in Brussels in September-October 2007.

The possibility of the creation of a SAFE website to ensure ongoing references and dissemination of up-to-date information on SRHR of young people was mentioned as a potential future step for the project.
The participants were assured that despite the approaching conclusion of the project, the IPPF EN would continue to focus on young people, using the SAFE project for the promotion of further research and activities in SRHR, and would continue to seek opportunities for networking, including the continuation of partnerships created at this meeting.

Closing session

The Regional Adviser, Reproductive Health and Research programme, WHO Regional Office for Europe, expressed heartfelt thanks to all participants, especially in view of the meeting’s proximity to the holiday season. The commitment of the participants to the promotion of SRHR of young people in Europe was applauded and appreciated.

Final conclusions from the consultation were shared as follows:

- Young people are the key to our future and thus every effort must be made to work towards continued promotion of their SRHR within each Member State. Essential to this is the active participation of young people during all phases of the process.
- Projects such as the SAFE project play an integral role in the promotion of SRHR and there should be some method to ensure ongoing availability of information, especially to the SAFE databases.
- Despite recognizing that the policy framework, in view of the many varied interests present in Europe, was not intended to be a consensus document, it was felt that the document required revision, taking into consideration the individual roles/views of the partners and Member States and their impact/influence on the final document and its applicability.
- Much remained to be done to accelerate the advancement of SRHR. The need for accurate and up-to-date research was significant, including standardized reproductive health indicators and aggregated data to allow for comparisons across countries. In addition, there was an urgent need for operations research so that evidence to determine the best ways to achieve good SRHR for young people could be provided.
- An integrated, multisectoral approach, in addition to partnership building between key stakeholders, was essential in the promotion and sustainability of SRHR of young people. Meetings such as these provided the opportunity for fostering partnerships and sharing information and ideas where knowledge was either absent or lacking.
- A need for health to feature more prominently on the EU agenda. Given the lack of finances or resolve to address the behavioural and human rights issues of SRHR in Europe, the EU was identified as the primary resource having the capability/responsibility for addressing these issues through the provision of funds.
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09.00–09:30 Opening of the meeting
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- D. Einarsson, Policy Officer and Member of the HIV/AIDS Task Force, Directorate-General Health and Consumer Protection, European Commission
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- Objective of the meeting.

09:30–10:00 Overview on sexual and reproductive health of adolescents in Europe: G. Lazdane, Regional Adviser, Reproductive Health and Research, WHO Regional Office for Europe

European Regional Strategy on Child and Adolescent Health and Development: M. Ostergren, Regional Adviser, Child and Adolescent Health, WHO Regional Office for Europe
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Tuesday, 12 December
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          Closing of the meeting

17:00–18:00  WHO Reception
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Appendix

Challenges in development and implementation of the policies in sexual and reproductive health and rights of young people: Questions for group discussion.

Question one: Which is the leading policy maker in your country in the area of sexual and reproductive health of young people?

Question two: Examples of the best practices in implementation of the policies in sexual and reproductive health of young people and factors that were most important to being successful?

Question three: Barriers in development and implementation of the policy in sexual and reproductive health of young people?

Feedback from working groups on the draft policy document: Questions for the working groups and discussion.

Question one: Do you consider the introduction regarding the key policy area to be relevant to your country situation, and helpful to the understanding of the issues?

Question two: What is missing from this key policy area, if anything? What additions would you like to propose?

Question three: Which aspects presented under the key policy areas do you see as being the most difficult to implement? Why? What support would you need and from whom?

Policy Area 1: Information and Education

In terms of the introduction, the following issues were raised:

• The addition of the word ‘communication’ to the title (education, information and communication), as it was felt that communication was an essential component in this area
• Inclusion of a paragraph on the role of the media and its influence on SRH and behaviour, perhaps including reference to the potential need for regulation
• It was felt that the role of parents should receive more focus and importance as they were felt to be as important as teachers in the field of sexuality education

The following comments were given concerning the key policy areas:

• Point (a (sexuality education in schools): the description should also mention the need for a set, regulated standard of sexuality education of, and for, teachers
• Point (d (diversity): it would be important to mention physically and mentally challenged individuals in this section, including the potential need for different education curricula for such groups
• there was no need to define values as “European” values, but that values was sufficient
• Point (k (quality): the position of this subject could be moved to the end of this section as all other statements in the policy area inevitably lead to quality
• Furthermore, this section should contain information not only on the provision of guidelines for sexuality education, but also on how to evaluate the effectiveness of sexuality education
• Point (m (public information campaigns): the addition of a statement concerning the need for repeatability of these methods for reinforcement of messages was recommended
Points (n/o (multi agency partnerships/participation): the inclusion of a statement highlighting the importance of the involvement of young people was believed to be relevant for both these sections

An additional key area that was felt to be absent from the document was that of support to parents and families to provide them with required education/awareness/skills to communicate with children about SRH issues.

Policy Area 2: Health Services

On the whole, the introduction was felt to be relevant, but it was felt that there should be an additional segment emphasizing the differences that exist within health services given the various European settings (i.e. centralized, decentralized, transitional States).

In terms of the key policy areas, accessibility and quality assurance were felt to be the most important subjects, but that an additional area should also deal with anonymity/confidentiality of services. With regard to the subject of vulnerable groups (point f), it was felt that more importance should be placed on this area in general, and that groups should be mentioned specifically, i.e. immigrants, migrants, adolescent males, sex workers, injection drug users and men who have sex with men. Comments were also made concerning the integration of health services, such as STI clinics, abortion services, contraceptive services, and that they should receive more attention.

It was also mentioned that the paper was seen to be more a guideline or check sheet that would be particularly useful for NGOs or those calling for advocacy, but in terms of actual implementation of less use to governments.

Policy Area 3: Access to Contraception

The introduction required greater emphasis on the following areas:

- Increased reflection of the diversity of the various social, cultural, economic and political environments present in Europe and their impact on access to contraception
- Mention the issue of broader health inequities (i.e. health and social determinants) and the impact of SRH on these aspects
- Clarification of the age groups
- Importance of integration of contraceptive services with other SRH services (the need for a more holistic approach in general) recognizing the advantages and disadvantages
- Stressing the importance of the essential and integral role that contraceptive services/contraception plays in relation to the prevention of STI’s and pregnancy and the broader context of SRH as a whole

The discussion of the key policy areas brought up numerous points:

- Point (a (service provision): there was a need to clarify the type of contraception
- Point (c (range of contraceptives): the recommendation should emphasis not just contraception but rather a complete range of contraception, recognizing that the type suitable for each individual depended not only on physical development but also on their lifestyle/behaviours
• Point (d (variety of providers): this area was felt to be too vague and that more explanation was required to explain what was meant by the term “reach” in the recommendation of “…reach vulnerable groups…”
• Point (f (emergency contraception): there was discussion about whether this should be a separate point or included in another point as some felt that it was a sensitive issue that might need to be presented in a more discrete manner
• Point (g (the attitude of service providers): more information needed to be given in order to clarify what would be considered appropriate referral
• Throughout the key policy topics it was felt that the importance of young people needed to be emphasized to a greater extent (i.e. their inputs into what type of contraception was preferred and the types of services preferred)
• It was mentioned that evidence for best practices in delivery of contraceptive services would be beneficial if included throughout the key policy points in this area.

Barriers were also identified:

• The legal framework of certain countries would perhaps prevent certain aspects from being implemented (i.e. distribution of contraception in schools)
• Due to limited financial resources, governments faced competing health priorities and thus contraceptive access might be given less importance
• Lack of evidence for best practices in this area might make it difficult to convince policy makers/governments about the importance of delivery of contraceptive services and how to best implement them.

Policy Area 4: Sexually Transmitted Infections and HIV/AIDS

It was recommended that the introduction be developed with more attention being given to the cross-cutting themes (gender, vulnerable groups, monitoring and evaluation, diversity), but gender was mentioned specifically as requiring more clarification/explanation. In addition, it was felt that the importance of prevention of STI’s/HIV compared to the consequences of failing to do so should be mentioned and emphasized (i.e. cost-effectiveness, individual/ societal impacts).

Recommendations for possible amendments to the key policy areas included:

• Reformulating the structure with more of the text in the introduction and concise recommendations in the boxes to ensure that the key points were not lost in the text
• Provision of key indicators that could be used to help with monitoring and evaluation that could allow cross-country comparisons
• Greater emphasis on the HIV/AIDS indicators and monitoring, and separated from that of STI’s
• Inclusion of the importance of training parents to be able to communicate with their children on these issues
• Recognition of the fact that young women and girls are not always most at risk of STI’s/HIV/AIDS given the social, cultural, economic situation (i.e. in certain countries it is young men who are injection drug users)
• Increased emphasis on the need to empower both sexes in SRH
• Inclusion of HPV and cervical cancer as a key area topic (HPV vaccine, screening recommendations)
Identified barriers to implementation were:

- Creation and sustainability of the needed infrastructure
- Required education and training – who, what, where, how?
- Challenges of stigmatization associated with HIV/AIDS and how to address this

Policy Area 5: Abortion

The introduction was felt to be relevant to most countries. Areas that were felt to be missing and which should be included in this part included:

- The need for reliable, comparable abortion statistics/indicators
- Recognition that abortion was also performed on medical grounds and not just because of unwanted or unplanned pregnancy
- Inclusion of information about medical abortion
- The responsibility at all levels of government on this issue
- The need to acknowledge that abortion was still a very sensitive issue in many countries

Comments on the key policy area included:

- Point (b (gestational limit): inclusion of information about the gestational limits up to which abortion could be provided was needed. This was felt to be more appropriate than the current recommendation, as it was generally agreed that most abortion providers would not be comfortable making exceptions outside legal gestation limits
- Point (d (parental/adult consent): it was felt that this required more thought as it was extremely difficult to implement in practice
- Point (e (counselling): should be changed to say that counselling should to be offered to women who want it rather than need it. It was felt that “need” could be potentially pre-defined by someone else and thus result in counselling being forced on women
- Point (g (type of service provider): it was felt that this recommendation should be reworded to suggest that governments consider the possibility of training other relevant personnel to perform abortions in resource limited situations instead of saying “ensure” and not limiting the situation in which this would be done; even then, perhaps this should be limited to strictly medical abortions and not surgical abortions.
- Point (m (cost): the inclusion of both the private and public sector was felt to be relevant as many abortions occurred in the private sector and should also be cost free
- Point (o (gender issues and consent of the partner): this was felt to be important and therefore needed to have more substance in the text to highlight the significance of this issue
- The need to acknowledge that in certain countries legal frameworks exist that prohibit abortion but that information on the topic should nonetheless be provided.

The key issues felt to be potential barriers were:
• Social, cultural and political context of the various countries concerning abortion
• Legal issues concerning the need for consent and flexibility around gestational age
• Cost of provision of free services – Who should fund, what services should be funded (private and public vs. Public only?)
• Professional objections concerning abortion provision services (i.e. obstetricians/gynaecologists may not want to share this skill)
• The strength of the language was felt to be particularly problematic in this area